What Is and Isn’t Migrated with MigrationWiz

Exchange 2010 SP1 +:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders, Emails, Contacts, Calendars, Tasks, Journals, Notes, Server-Side Rules, Folder Permissions, BCC Recipients, Public Folders

- **Not Migrated**: Items that do not match folder types (i.e. calendar responses within a mail folder), Calendar notifications such as invites, cancellations, etc. Exceptions to recurring calendar items, Acceptance status for meeting participants (ex: accepted, declined, tentative), Personal Distribution Lists (these are known as Contact Groups in Office365), Bounce notifications such as Non-Delivery Report/Receipt (NDR) or Delivery Status Notification (DSN), Mailbox settings, Sharing Settings, Delegates, Client Settings, Client side rules are not migrated. Color coding for categories.

Exchange 2007:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders, Emails, Contacts, Calendars, Tasks, Journals, Notes, BCC Recipients, Public Folders.

- **Not Migrated**: Items that do not match folder types (i.e. calendar responses within a mail folder), Calendar notifications such as invites, cancellations, etc. Exceptions to recurring calendar items, Acceptance status for meeting participants (ex: accepted, declined, tentative), Personal Distribution Lists (these are known as Contact Groups in Office365), Bounce notifications such as Non-Delivery Report/Receipt (NDR) or Delivery Status Notification (DSN), Mailbox settings, sharing settings, delegates, client settings, Mailbox rules and folder permission settings, Client side rules are not migrated. Color coding for categories.

Exchange 2003:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders, Emails, Contacts, Calendars, Tasks, Journals, Notes

- **Not Migrated**: Items that do not match folder types (i.e. calendar responses within a mail folder), Calendar notifications such as invites, cancellations, etc. Exceptions to recurring calendar items, Acceptance status for meeting participants (ex: accepted, declined, tentative), Personal Distribution Lists (these are known as Contact Groups in Office365), Bounce notifications such as Non-Delivery Report/Receipt (NDR) or Delivery Status Notification (DSN), Mailbox settings, sharing settings, delegates, client settings, Mailbox rules and folder permission settings, Client side rules are not migrated. Color coding for categories.

Google Apps:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders/Labels, Emails, Contacts, Calendars

- **Not Migrated**: Exceptions to calendar meetings are not migrated, Calendar Attachments, Google Groups for Business (including forums), Google Categories (i.e. the Google category flags, such as: Social, Promotions, Updates, Forums)
Lotus Notes:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders, Emails, Contacts, Calendars (includes time and date exceptions for meetings, not attendee exceptions), Tasks, Rooms and Resources.

- **Not Migrated**: Exceptions to recurring meetings (attendee exceptions), Any attachment larger than 25 MB, Items that do not match folder types (i.e. calendar responses within a mail folder), Calendar notifications such as invites, Cancellations, etc. Exceptions to recurring calendar items, Acceptance status for meeting participants (ex: accepted, declined, tentative), Personal Distribution Lists (these are known as Contact Groups in Office365), Bounce notifications such as Non-Delivery Report/Receipt (NDR) or Delivery Status Notification (DSN), Mailbox settings, sharing settings, Delegates, Client settings, Mailbox rules and folder permission settings, Client side rules are not migrated. Color coding for categories.

IMAP:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders, Emails

- **Not Migrated**: Contacts, Appointments or Tasks (These items are typically accessible if logging into the email provider’s interface that provide these services.) IMAP is an email only protocol.

POP3:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Emails

- **Not Migrated**: Folders other than inbox

Groupwise 6.5 or below:

- **Migrated**: Inbox, Folders, Emails

- **Not Migrated**: Contacts, Appointments or Tasks
Groupwise 7+ w/ SOAP Endpoint:

- **Migrated:** Inbox, Folders, Emails, Contacts, Calendars, Tasks

- **Not Migrated:** Items that do not match folder types (i.e. calendar responses within a mail folder), Calendar notifications such as invites, cancellations, etc. Exceptions to recurring calendar items, Acceptance status for meeting participants (ex: accepted, declined, tentative), Personal Distribution Lists (these are known as Contact Groups in Office365), Bounce notifications such as Non-Delivery Report/Receipt (NDR) or Delivery Status Notification (DSN), Mailbox settings, sharing settings, delegates, client settings, Mailbox rules and folder permission settings, Client side rules are not migrated. Color coding for categories.

Zimbra:

- **Migrated:** Inbox, Folders, Emails, Contacts, Calendars, Tasks

- **Not Migrated:** Items that do not match folder types (i.e. calendar responses within a mail folder), Calendar notifications such as invites, cancellations, etc. Exceptions to recurring calendar items, Acceptance status for meeting participants (ex: accepted, declined, tentative), Personal Distribution Lists (these are known as Contact Groups in Office365), Bounce notifications such as Non-Delivery Report/Receipt (NDR) or Delivery Status Notification (DSN), Mailbox settings, sharing settings, delegates, client settings, Mailbox rules and folder permission settings, Client side rules are not migrated. Color coding for categories.